One constant throughout the history of the Restoration is the Lord’s concern for the spiritual welfare of the younger members of the Church. Just as in our day, the rapid pace of societal change and moral decay at the start of the twentieth century alarmed the leaders of the Church. In the midst of these challenges, President Joseph F. Smith and the other leaders of his era found new and innovative ways to provide for the spiritual welfare of the youth of the Church, developing the methods which are the foundation of the worldwide Church Educational System (CES) of our day. Faced with the task of helping young Latter-day Saints gain testimonies of their own, Church leaders during the Joseph F. Smith era found new ways to teach the gospel. Just as important, these innovations helped gospel study remain a part of the education of the youth without infringing on the boundaries of church and state.

**Joseph F. Smith and Education**

Education was at the heart of Joseph F. Smith’s concerns over the future of the Church. In 1914 he wrote, “There are at least three dangers that threaten the
Church within, and the authorities need to awaken to the fact that the people should be warned unceasingly against them. As I see these, they are the flattery of prominent men of the world, *false educational ideals*, and sexual impurity.  

Specifying the false educational ideals he was concerned with, President Smith continued, “Incorrect educational ideals are implanted in the hearts of our young people, often at home, and nearly always abroad. We have hundreds of young men, and young women, too, for that matter, who go abroad to receive their higher education, who partake to a great extent of the teachings of the world in these institutions.” Continuing, President Smith made it clear that his concerns rested not in learning itself, but in the philosophies which could undermine a person’s faith in God. He worried that many of the Church’s youth who embarked into higher education returned “filled with the so-called ‘higher criticism’ which not only tends to disbelief in the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, but disbelief in God, and in the saving mission and divinity of Jesus Christ our Lord, upon which Christianity and the faith of the Latter-day Saints are founded.”

President Smith’s warnings still resonate in our time, and they only become more meaningful when the historical circumstances of his presidency are examined. First, he acknowledged that many of the dangerous educational ideals he spoke of were creeping in at home but also came from students going abroad to receive training. During his presidency, Mormonism as a religion continued to move away from the relative isolation enjoyed in the West and closer toward the American mainstream. Many young Latter-day Saints left the Mormon strongholds of the West to gain training in the eastern United States. When they returned, new ideas relating to higher biblical criticism and the scriptures came with them and stirred controversy among the Saints. One of the most pointed illustrations of these circumstances came at Brigham Young University in 1911, when several professors were dismissed for the teaching of evolution and higher biblical criticism. During Joseph F. Smith’s tenure, the First Presidency issued doctrinal statements clarifying Church positions on the origin of man, the relationship of the Father and the Son, and a number of other critical doctrines. All of these moves were devoted to combating the false educational ideals filtering in among the Saints.

The first effort to organize a unified system of education throughout the Church began in the 1870s, resulting in a loose confederation of Church-sponsored high schools spread through the Intermountain West. At these schools, formally referred to as “academies,” Latter-day Saint youth received instruction in a wide
range of subjects, including religion. Church academies functioned with varying degrees of success throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century, but by the time Joseph F. Smith became President, some problems within the academy system began to become more evident.6

One of the most serious concerns with the academy system was the geographical limitations of the Church schools. During Joseph F. Smith’s term as President, the increasing size of the Church membership, combined with the spreading of Church members into areas outside the Intermountain West, made it increasingly difficult for the Church to provide education to all of the youth of the Church. Still recovering from the antipolygamy crusades of the late 1800s, the Church lacked the financial resources to provide enough schools for all of its members. In addition, members began to gravitate towards the increasing number of public schools providing free education. As more LDS students moved toward the state-sponsored schools, Church leaders began to fear for the spiritual well-being of their youth. At Church-sponsored academies, students could be taught the scriptures alongside secular subjects, but in the public schools, no provision for spiritual education existed. As the number of state-sponsored schools grew in Utah, enrollments at the Church academies leveled off and then began to decline. By 1911, public school enrollment in Utah passed the academies, and it kept on growing. The pressures of supporting dual systems of education, combined with the limited resources of the Church, all but ensured the rise of public schools as the main vehicle for education in areas where Church members lived. All of these developments begged the question, Was there a way to provide a daily spiritual education for students attending public schools?

The answer to the dilemma lay in a different approach towards education. The Church could not duplicate what the public schools offered on the same scale, but it was possible for the Church to supplement the education of its youth with spiritual training. Instead of serving as the primary provider of education and reaching only a few students, state-sponsored educational systems could provide secular education to the youth of the Church, while the Church could work in concert to do what it did best—namely, teach the spiritual truths of the gospel. This philosophy, which came to dominate the educational plan of the Church, was woven with many different historical threads, each eventually coming together to create the seminary program. The seminary model was flexible enough to allow the Church to provide religious instruction in a wide variety of settings. These practices became the
foundation for a system adaptive enough to meet the needs of Church membership as Mormonism moved outside of the American West and on to a global stage. This new system grew gradually out of earlier efforts, most importantly what was known as the Religion Class program.

**Forerunner of the Seminaries: The Religion Class Program**

The first seminary opened in 1912, but the shift toward supplementary religious education began over two decades earlier. The Church’s first experiment with supplementary religious education began in 1890, when the Church Board of Education established the Religion Class program at the suggestion of Elder Anthon H. Lund. President Smith did not have direct responsibility for the Religion Classes during the first eleven years of the program’s existence, but his position in the First Presidency kept him apprised of the program’s growth, development, and struggles during this period. During the early years of President Smith’s administration, the Religion Class program raised a number of important questions about the nature of Church auxiliaries and Church education. These issues would ultimately play an important role in organizing the seminary program, making the Religion Classes a trial run for the seminary program.

The founding of the Religion Class program came in response to the various challenges plaguing Mormonism during the late 1800s. With the end of Reconstruction in the mid-1870s, the federal government began to focus significant attention on what the nation viewed to be the theocratic government of Utah and Mormonism’s peculiar institution of polygamy. The government used a variety of measures aimed at quelling polygamy and eliminating Mormonism’s less democratic features, such as its hierarchical government and the practice of block voting.

In an effort to respond to the “Mormon Question,” the government attempted to utilize the territory’s schools to curb the religious commitment of Latter-day Saint youth. Americans had long understood and used the power of education to assimilate immigrants and other social, religious, and racial outsiders into American democracy. Utah’s public schools became an important part of the government’s effort to undermine Mormonism. In 1890, Jacob S. Boseman, the federal commissioner of schools in Utah, reported to the secretary of interior that Mormon leaders were “unfriendly to the district schools” and that the development of a public school system would “work in Utah a wonderful
change in a very few years.” Such attitudes culminated in the passage of the territory’s Free Schools Act on February 18, 1890. The law provided for the establishment of tax-supported schools throughout Utah and mandated school attendance for children who were not otherwise enrolled in private schools. The act also expressly forbid the teaching of any “atheistic, infidel, sectarian, or denominational doctrine” in the territory’s schools.

While the wording of the law seems innocuous to readers today, Church officials at the time viewed the Free Schools Act as a direct affront to the Church and their children. The First Presidency worried that the new law would create a system of “Godless education” that would cause many Mormon youth to “lose all liking for religious principles and become alienated in their feelings toward the gospel.” Church superintendent of education Karl G. Maeser worried that the territory’s educational laws would enable the spread of agnosticism, “the common enemy of all religion.”

Noting the significant problems posed by the Free Schools Act, the Church Board of Education began discussing measures to protect the faith of the rising generations from the dangers posed by free schools. Maeser and others suggested that the Church establish primary schools to complement its growing number of secondary academies. The economic conditions of the Church during the 1890s, however, rendered Maeser’s proposal entirely unfeasible and compelled Church officials to consider establishing programs that would supplement rather than replace the public schools. At the urging of President George Q. Cannon, Elder Anthon H. Lund proposed an alternative to Maeser’s plan for primary schools. Elder Lund suggested that the Board establish a series of classes where Mormon children could receive a half hour of religious instruction after school each day. For the sake of convenience, wherever possible, Elder Lund advised leaders to hold classes in the schoolhouses, led by the local teachers.

Although Elder Lund’s idea showed promise, the members of the Board of Education expressed a number of reservations about the program. First, they questioned the propriety of using the schoolhouses and territorial teachers for a religious education program. Second, they feared that the program would violate the separation of church and state by introducing sectarian doctrine into the schools, thus creating additional problems with the government. Finally, some board members worried that the parents of the youth would resist the program because of the time it would keep their children away from their homes and their assigned chores.
Even as Elder Lund acknowledged each of these potential problems, however, he continued to argue for the program’s importance, maintaining, “We can not afford to lose our childrens [sic] souls.” Time would ultimately validate each of these initial concerns about the Religion Class program. However, each of these questions and the associated challenges they created proved instrumental in providing the Church with a template from which the more efficient seminary program was finally created.

Despite their initial concerns, the members of the Church Board of Education voted to establish the Religion Class program on October 8, 1890, providing for “daily theological classes in those settlements where church schools could not be established.” The board appointed Karl G. Maeser to serve as superintendent of the program and charged him with developing an appropriate curriculum for the classes. Although he initially favored building additional private schools, Maeser became an instant convert to supplementary religious education. He later wrote that supplementary religious education, with its capacity to provide programs for each denomination, was the only answer to the “great defect in [the] public school system.” After prayer and significant thought, Maeser developed a plan and curriculum for the classes. Elder Lund described Maeser’s plan in the April 1916 general conference:

The classes are opened by singing, led by the teacher or by one of the children, as he or she may direct . . . After the children have sung a hymn, their hearts are attuned for the second step, which is prayer. Here one of the boys or girls will volunteer to offer the prayer . . . and the boy or girl chosen to lead will utter a short sentence or a short phrase, which all repeat in concert, and then the next sentence will be given and repeated, and so on until the prayer is ended . . . . The third step is to learn a memory gem or good thought . . . Then comes the fourth step, which is the real lesson, and takes the longest time . . . . The fifth step is testimony bearing . . . . The sixth step is singing and prayer, conducted as were the opening exercises.

**Negotiating Church and State Problems**

Although the Religion Class program was well intentioned and experienced varying measures of success throughout the 1890s, it suffered from a number of organizational flaws. These problems challenged both the program’s legal standing and
its relationship with the other auxiliaries and organizations of the Church. These
deficiencies became a source of increasing discussion during President Smith’s
tenure as Church President and led to a number of important policy changes event-
tually affecting the whole population of the Church. 20

As anticipated, the Religion Class program raised significant questions about
the nature of religious education in the public schools and the relationship of the
Church to the state. Wards throughout Utah frequently held Religion Classes in
public school buildings. Utah laws permitted school buildings to be used “for any
purpose which [would] not interfere with the seating or other furniture or prop-
erty,” 21 providing that rent was paid for the use of the building. Under these terms,
Church officials felt they had “a perfect right to ask for the use of these buildings”
for Religion Class purposes. 22 Further, the Church leaders declared that they were
“perfectly willing for the Catholics, Presbyterians, or any other religious denomi-
nation” to also use the buildings for religious purposes. Such statements, however,
did little to pacify the members of Utah’s non-Mormon community, which argued
that the practice violated the separation of church and state. 23

During the first five years of the twentieth century, the use of school buildings
for religion classes continued to cause contention in Utah. The practice was even
discussed in the US Senate during the Reed Smoot senate confirmation hearings,
making it a part of the larger national issues and questions about Mormonism. 24
The Smoot hearings uncovered the fact that Religion Classes made extensive use
of school buildings throughout Utah with the classes frequently being taught by
“the regularly employed teacher of the school.” State Superintendent of Public
Instruction A. C. Nelson suggested that the practice likely led “a large percentage
of the children” to view the Religion Classes as a part of their school activities,
regardless of the amount of time separating the classes from the regular school
day. He accordingly deemed these practices a “violation of the spirit of the con-
stitution and the statutes of the State of Utah.” 25

As a result of these discussions, General Authorities began to question the
propriety of continuing to use public school buildings to house Religion Classes.
In 1904, B. H. Roberts expressed his concerns that the classes were “needlessly ir-
ritating people not of our faith by the use of public school buildings for imparting
religious instruction” and urged the Brethren to consider alternate locations for
the classes. According to one report, Elder Roberts’s opinion reflected “the senti-
ments of most of the brethren,” signaling an important shift in Church relations
with the state and federal governments. Following the series of questions about the program during the Smoot hearings, President Smith and the First Presidency issued a circular advising ward and stake leaders to remove Religion Classes “from the public school buildings.” While the First Presidency maintained that the classes had not violated the separation of church and state and had done nothing to endanger the public schools, they noted a desire “to be in harmony with the statutes of our state and nation,” and to maintain cordial relationships with citizens of other faiths. Although some wards and stakes apparently ignored this counsel, leading to a few complaints, the controversy over public buildings did not generate as much animosity or as many problems for the Church after 1905 as it had during the early years of the Religion Class program.

Church Relationships and the Need for a Better System
While church and state questions plagued the Religion Class program throughout much of its history, the most significant complaints about the program ironically came from within the Church rather than from outside of it. Almost from its inception, several ward and stake officials throughout the Church questioned the necessity of the Religion Class program. Commenting on this rocky beginning, Karl G. Maeser stated that during the early years of the program, “Religion Classes were either not started at all, or ceased after a feeble existence.” To remedy this problem, Maeser publicized and praised the program in wards and stakes from 1891 until his death in 1901. He also wrote circulars pleading with stake presidents throughout the Church for their “earnest co-operation in the establishment of these classes.” Further, in 1900 the Church organized a presidency and board to oversee the Religion Class program. These efforts to bolster the classes yielded a modest amount of success, but participation in the Religion Classes fluctuated throughout the program’s history. Extant documents reveal high enrollment statistics for the program during many years but also demonstrate frequent discrepancies with regard to attendance. At its height in 1919, attendance was roughly 70 percent of enrollment, while attendance in earlier years was often little more than 50 percent of the program’s enrollment.

Several complaints about the program came from stake presidents and bishops who noted the program’s tendency to overlap with and duplicate the duties and responsibilities of the other auxiliaries. Its similarities with the other organizations caused some local leaders to see it as “a superfluous burden” and a “fifth wheel”
rather than a critical component of the Church’s auxiliary system. This problem is most visible when examining the program’s complicated relationship with the Primary Association. Primary leaders believed that the “original purpose for organizing the Religion Class was to gather boys and girls between the ages of twelve and fourteen who would not attend Primary,” rather than the elementary-aged children that the Religion Classes most frequently served. Accordingly, the two organizations quickly found themselves competing with each other for the patronage of children as well as for the services of the same capable teachers to instruct them.

In an effort to resolve these problems, the First Presidency began encouraging the auxiliaries to correlate their efforts to avoid unnecessary overlap and develop greater cooperation with the priesthood quorums. In 1906, President Smith authorized the organization of a committee with representatives from each of the auxiliaries, except the Relief Society, to investigate the possibility of a “correlation and adjustment of the work pertaining to the several auxiliary organizations of the Church,” establishing the beginning of a movement which would eventually lead to the Church’s correlation program. Among the committee’s suggestions was that the Primary Association and the Religion Class program be combined into “one organization whose field shall be the teaching of manners, morals, and religion.” Additionally, the committee suggested that the Church reinforce the

The Salt Lake Twenty-Ninth Ward religion class, 1905. Courtesy of Church History Library.
importance of the home as the place that was “most valuable for the instruction of the youth in religion, morals, polite deportment, and patriotism.” This suggestion countered the occasional criticisms of parents that the Church auxiliaries had kept children away from their homes too frequently, making it difficult for parents to adequately teach the gospel to their children. Among the foremost critics of this problem was Granite Stake President Frank Y. Taylor, who in 1909 initiated the family home evening program to give parents more time to teach the gospel to their children at home.

While no immediate actions were taken to implement this original correlation committee’s suggestions, many of the ideas were later implemented. Despite its many deficiencies, however, the Religion Class program had helped to change the entire trajectory of Mormonism’s educational programs. Troubled though it had been, the Religion Class program had outlined many of the key issues that any successful supplementary religious education program would have to deal with in order to succeed. In this sense, the Religion Class program became a necessary precursor and guide for the more successful seminary and institute programs established in later years.

The Creation of the Seminary Program
The ups and downs of the Religion Class program made it clear that a more efficient system was needed to meet the needs of the Church. The matter became more urgent as the enrollment in Church academies continued to decline steeply. In 1910 the number of high school students enrolled in public schools in Utah surpassed the academies for the first time and kept on climbing. In this environment came the creation of the first released-time seminary program. Though similar in many ways to the Religion Class program, the seminaries emerged in a much different way. The Religion Classes began as a Churchwide initiative, created at the highest levels of Church government and implemented simultaneously in all the wards and branches of the Church. Seminary, on the other hand, began as a grassroots program, started as an experiment by one stake and then gradually introduced to the rest of the Church. Religion classes began in the highest councils of the Church government, while seminary was inspired by a meeting of the most basic unit of the Church, a single family.

The seminary program came about as the efforts of many different people, but the individual perhaps most responsible for its creation was Joseph F. Merrill.
In many ways, Merrill fit the mold spoken of by President Smith as a young man who went abroad to receive his education and was exposed to the teachings of the world. The son of Apostle Marriner W. Merrill, Joseph Merrill left Utah as a young man to attend school in the eastern United States, first at the University of Michigan, and later at Johns Hopkins University and the University of Chicago. Navigating the often treacherous waters of faith and academia, Merrill was aware of the concerns other Church members might hold over his pursuit of higher education. He wrote his fiancée back in Utah about the concerned letters he received from his mother, “Ever since I first left for Ann Arbor there have been busy tongues always telling her that I would deny the faith—for college education in the east always ‘ruins our boys.’”

Merrill’s experiences in the East deeply affected his religious development. Thrust into a sea of secularism, he often longed for the fellowship of other Latter-day Saints or just a simple place to be taught the tenets of the gospel. He later reflected, “I usually attended one non-Mormon church service, sometimes two services, every Sunday. For a considerable number of years I was out of intimate contact with my own Church so I went to all the churches in the communities where I lived . . . I listened to many eloquent sermons, but never once did I hear the preacher use the word ‘know’ with the meaning we give it in our testimony bearing.”

When Merrill returned to Utah, he married, started a family of his own, and began teaching at the University of Utah. In 1911 he was called as a member of the Granite Stake presidency and given responsibility over the education of the youth in the stake. Many of the younger members of the Granite Stake were attending public schools without access to the religious instruction offered at the Church academies. Recognizing this, Merrill began to search for some way to allow them to receive religious training. The initial inspiration for the seminary program struck Merrill during a family home evening where his wife, Laura, acted as the teacher. During the family meeting, Merrill was enraptured by his wife’s ability to tell stories from the Bible and Book of Mormon to his own children. He later remarked, “Her list of these stories was so long that her husband often marveled at their number, and frequently sat as spellbound as were the children as she skillfully related them, preparatory to the children’s going to bed.” When Merrill asked his wife where she had learned these stories, she replied they had come from James E. Talmage’s Bible class when she was a student at the Salt Lake
Stake Academy. Merrill concluded, “If Bible study in school could thus make one girl an effective religious teacher of her children at home, it could do the same for other girls.”42 Inspired by his wife’s example, Merrill became possessed by the idea of bringing the same kind of opportunity his wife had experienced at the Church academy to the students in his stake attending public schools.

Influenced by religious seminaries he had seen in Chicago during his education,43 Merrill worked out a plan to teach religion courses to students at Granite High School who would be released from their studies for one period a day. The teaching would take place in a building constructed by the stake adjacent to the high school. Merrill’s plan included some aspects of the earlier Religion Class program while improving on it in other ways. The new plan took advantage of the fact that the students were already gathered together at the high school during the day, and made religion course work a part of their regular studies. Holding the classes in a completely separate building from the high school solved many of the tricky issues of church and state which had troubled the Religion Class program. In the months leading up to the 1912–13 school year Merrill worked enthusiastically on the new program, meeting with the Granite Stake presidency, the Church Board of Education, the Granite School
District Board, and even the Utah State Board of Education to ensure the legality and acceptance of the new venture.\textsuperscript{44}

**The First Seminary Teacher**

With the support of the school administration, the next task facing Joseph Merrill was the selection of the right teacher for the venture. In a letter outlining the qualities he wanted for the position, he wrote: May I suggest it is the desire of the presidency of the stake to have a strong young man who is properly qualified to do the work in a most satisfactory manner. By young we do not necessarily mean a teacher who is young in years, but a man who is young in his feelings, who loves young people, who delights in their company, who can command their respect and admiration and exercise a great influence over them. . . . We want a man who is a thorough student, one who will not teach in a perfunctory way, but who will enliven his instructions by a strong, winning personality and give evidence of a thorough understanding of and scholarship in the things he teaches. . . . A teacher is wanted who is a leader and who will be universally regarded as the inferior of no teacher in the high school.\textsuperscript{45}

The man ultimately selected for the task was Thomas J. Yates, a member of the Granite Stake high council.\textsuperscript{46} He held no specific expertise in religion, nor was he a career educator. His only experience in teaching had come twenty years earlier during a one-year stint at the Church academies in Millard County, Utah. A graduate of Cornell University, at the time of his call Brother Yates was working as an engineer on the construction of the nearby Murray power plant. Yates did not fit the traditional mold of a teacher, but he did excel as a disciple. He served faithfully on the stake high council and in a number of important missionary assignments. Frank Taylor, the president of the Granite Stake, once commented, “Brother Yates always reminds me of Joseph who was sold into Egypt; he is a tower of purity and strength.”\textsuperscript{47}

With the right teacher selected, Brother Merrill and Brother Yates set about working out the details of the new venture. They made the vital decision to center the class around the scriptures, with two courses for credit—a class on the Old Testament and another on the New Testament—and a third course, offered without credit, combining the study of the Book of Mormon and Church history.\textsuperscript{48} Brother Yates met with the faculty of Granite High School several times to secure full cooperation. During the same time,
President Frank Y. Taylor secured a $2,500 loan from Zion’s Savings Bank for the construction of a building near the high school. Construction on the first seminary building began just a few weeks before school started. The finished structure consisted of three rooms: an office, a cloak room, and a classroom. The classroom itself had a blackboard, armrest seats, and a furnace for heat. There were no lights, and the only textbooks were the Bible and the Book of Mormon. In fact, the seminary’s entire library consisted of a Bible dictionary belonging to Brother Yates. Students made their own maps of the Holy Land, North America, Mesopotamia, and Arabia.49

The first class in the fall of 1912 consisted of about seventy young men and women.50 Many students were unable to take seminary the first year because the building wasn’t finished until three weeks into the school year.51 For the entire first year, Thomas Yates spent the morning working at the Murray power plant, then he rode his horse to the seminary to teach during the last two periods of the day.52 In a 1950 interview he described how the class operated that first year: “Students were asked to prepare a whole chapter in the Bible and then report to the class. Then the class would discuss it. No textbooks were used. The students
did not have any form of recreation, there were no parties, no dances, no class affairs or anything in recreation to deviate from the regular pattern of things.”

Thomas Yates taught for only one year. President Taylor asked him to return for the second year, but the strain of traveling back and forth from the Murray power plant proved to be too much, and he declined. As his replacement, Brother Yates recommended Guy C. Wilson, a professional educator who had recently moved to Salt Lake City after completing a year of studies at Columbia University. Wilson’s assignment to the Granite Seminary demonstrated the deep commitment of Church leaders to the fledgling program. He was the former head of the Church academy in Colonia Juárez. A gifted teacher, Wilson was informed by Church leaders after his arrival from Columbia that he could “take [his] choice” of any of the Church schools, but he chose the new seminary in the Granite Stake. During his tenure Wilson began urging bishops and stake presidents to let his students speak to their congregations about the virtues of the seminary program. At the same time, he had a profound effect on his students, even baptizing several non-members attending the seminary classes.

Brother Wilson later commented that he generally felt that the lack of funding and facilities had prevented Brother Yates from giving the work a longer trial. Despite the difficulties, the new venture had already begun to bless the lives of the students in ways still felt in our day. Nearly a century later, President Henry B. Eyring of the First Presidency commented on the impact of the first class at Granite Seminary. Feeling overwhelmed as the newly appointed deputy commissioner of the Church Educational System, President Eyring recalled:

My assignment to help such a vast number of teachers seemed overwhelming until someone handed me a small roll book. It was for the first class of seminary taught in the Church. It was for the school year 1912–13. . . .

In that roll book was the name of Mildred Bennion. She was 16 years old that year. Thirty-one years later she would become my mother. She was the daughter of a man we would today call “less active.” Her mother was left a widow the fall of the year after that first seminary class began. She raised and supported my mother and five other children alone on a small farm. Somehow that one seminary teacher cared enough about her and prayed fervently enough over that young girl that the Spirit put the gospel down into her heart.
That one teacher blessed tens of thousands because he taught just one girl in a crowd of 70.  

“No Better Illustration of Prophetic Preparation”
Granite remained the only seminary in the Church until 1915, when the Box Elder Seminary in Brigham City, Utah, opened with Abel S. Rich as the teacher. Throughout the remainder of the decade the seminary system began to pick up momentum, with more and more seminaries being established throughout the Church. The basic pattern started in the Granite Stake was repeated in different areas throughout the Church. By the end of Joseph F. Smith’s presidency, twelve more seminaries had been established at different locations throughout the Church. In 1920 the Church Board of Education proposed the closure or transfer to state control of nearly all the remaining Church academies and called for a major expansion of the seminary program to meet the needs of the youth in the Church. In the years after the organization of the academy system, Church members grew more comfortable with public education, and now seminary accorded students a chance to study the scriptures alongside the secular subjects taught in the high schools. With the closure of most of the academies, the Church focused its efforts on the kind of education only the Church could provide—religious training. With the majority of the academies closing, the number of seminaries grew at an explosive rate during the 1920s. The number of operating seminaries nearly quadrupled from twenty to eighty-one by the end of the decade. 

As the seminary program became the preferred model used by the Church, it even grew to overshadow and replace its forerunner, the Religion Classes. Seminary used almost the same curriculum as the Religion Class program, but with superior organization. These two sister programs operated in conjunction, sharing resources, teachers, and methodology. Seminaries and Religion Classes operated side by side until 1929, when after a turbulent forty-year history, the Religion Class program was combined with the Primary Association, bringing an end to the Church’s first program of supplementary religious education. Even though the Religion Class program ended, its methodology continued through the seminaries. As Church leaders looked for ways to adapt the seminary program to areas where smaller numbers of Latter-day Saints lived, the methods used in the Religion Classes received new life. Early-morning seminary programs fused
the positive aspects of released-time seminary and the old religion classes, operating outside the regular school day, and utilizing a wide number of buildings, ranging from Church meetinghouses to the homes of local members.  

The seminary program continued to expand to meet the growth of the Church. Church leaders adapted seminary methods to bring religious education to the collegiate level. The first Institute of Religion opened in Moscow, Idaho, in 1928. When the Salt Lake School District refused to allow released-time seminary, early-morning seminary classes began in the area during the 1920s. Harold B. Lee and a young returned missionary named Gordon B. Hinckley both served for a time as teachers in these early-morning programs. In 1950, the first early-morning seminary classes outside of Utah began in Los Angeles, designed as an effort to bring religious education to areas with smaller and more scattered populations of Latter-day Saint youth. During the 1960s further efforts brought seminary to the global membership of the Church through the utilization of home study seminary.

Today over 700,000 students are enrolled in seminary and institute programs, taught by a dedicated force of nearly 50,000 full-time and volunteer teachers. Speaking on the critical role these programs have played in the last century of the Church, President Boyd K. Packer, a veteran seminary teacher, commented:

The seminaries were an outgrowth of the old religion classes, and the institutes of religion were an outgrowth of the seminaries and were originally called college seminaries. In the history of the Church there is no better illustration of the prophetic preparation of this people than the beginnings of the seminary institute program. These programs were started when they were nice but not critically needed. They were granted a season to flourish and to grow into a bulwark for the Church. They now become a godsend for the salvation of modern Israel in a most challenging hour.

With the benefit of over a century of hindsight, the inspiration of the leaders of the Church during Joseph F. Smith’s era is clear. Hundreds of thousands of youth throughout the Church are blessed in our time because of the innovations made during this period. Through the religion classes and other programs, the modern seminaries and institutes trace their pedigree back to Karl Maeser, Anthon Lund, and the earliest educational pioneers of Mormonism. The revelations which sparked the programs represent the best of the highest and the lowest levels of Church government. From ideas received in the meetings of Joseph F.
Smith and his fellow leaders, combined with spiritual whisperings given in the simple meetings of Joseph F. Merrill’s family, all came together to show the way to bring the knowledge of the gospel to the youth of the Church.
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